Rears has designed a Pak-Tank utility sprayer with wheelbarrow maneuverability. With many of the features of the Pak-Tank, the Nifty Nursery Cart is an ag-industrial grade sprayer that easily wheels through tight spots.

The frame, tank, tank fittings, mechanical agitation and internal suction assembly are made with non-porous, heavy gauge stainless steel: from wettable powders to oil sprays, the tank and plumbing rinse clean to handily move from one job to the next.

The stainless steel frame rides on indomitable mountain bike wheels: with an over-all width of 26”, this sprayer goes anywhere you do.

If you need help with any Rears product, or have an application question, one of our dealers will be happy to help. We have collected a nationwide network of the most helpful and outgoing professionals in the business who want nothing but to help you do your job more easily.

If you don’t have a dealer in your area, call our offices in Oregon:

1 800 547 8925
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Litho USA

Dealer:

25 gallon Nursery Cart with 4hp Honda engine & AR 202 pump

Braglia trigger, standard